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Migration Data Sources
§Population censuses
§Migration flows
§Migrant stocks
§Administrative sources
§Population registers
§Social security databases
§Large-scale surveys
§EU-SILC, LFS, etc.
§Gallup World Poll
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Migration Measures
§Immigration-emigration
§Inflows –Outflows
§Granted visas
§Residence permits
§Work permits
§Study visa
§Family reunification
§Asylum applications
§Migrant stocks
§Country of birth
§Country of nationality
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Gaps in Migration Statistics

§Gaps in migration stastistics (Bircan et al., 2020)
§Definitions and typologies
§Drivers
§Demography/gender/hidden populations
§Geography/space
§Temporality/timeliness
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Can Big Data Improve Migration Statistics?
§Big Data
§Mobile-phone-based - e.g. call records or mobile money transfers.
§ CDR, XDR, etc.

§Internet-based - e.g. social media or use of search engines.
§ Twitter (geo-coded), Facebook (API), Instagram, Google, etc.

§Sensor-based - e.g. Earth Observation Data (satellite imagery).
§ Sentinel 1-2, etc.

§Financial big data – e.g. banking data, remittances, etc.
§Qualitative big data – e.g. text archives, etc.
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Big Data and Migration Statistics – Social Media Data
§Inferring International and Internal Migration Patterns from Twitter Data
(Zagheni et al., 2014)
§ geolocated data for about 500,000 users of “Twitter”.
§ users in OECD countries during the period May 2011- April 2013.
§ the geographic movements within and between countries for independent periods of
four months, for the subsample of users who have posted geolocated tweets regularly
§ a difference-indifferences approach to reduce selection bias when we infer trends in outmigration rates for single countries
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Social Media Data
§Inferring International and Internal Migration
Patterns from Twitter Data (Zagheni et al., 2014)
§ geolocated data for about 500,000 users of “Twitter”.
§ users in OECD countries during the period May 2011April 2013.
§ the geographic movements within and between countries
for independent periods of four months, for the
subsample of users who have posted geolocated tweets
regularly
§ a difference-indifferences approach to reduce selection
bias when we infer trends in out-migration rates for single
countries
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Social Media Data
§Migration of Professionals to the U.S. Evidence from LinkedIn
data (State et al., 2014)
§ Geolocated career histories provided by
LinkedIn for estimating the international
migration of professional workers
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Social Media Data
§Leveraging Facebook’s advertising platform to monitor stocks of migrants
(Zagheni et al., 2017)
§ Facebook API
§ socio-demographic characteristics of Facebook
users, aggregated at var ious levels of
geographic granularity
§ Stocks of “expats” in the USA were estimated
using Facebook advertising data, and compared
with the American Community Survey (ACS) to
account for biases in the Facebook data
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Social Media Data
§Measuring Labour Mobility and Migration Using
Big Data (Gendronneau et al, 2019)
§The aim of this study was to investigate the
potential of geo-referenced social-media data to
facilitate “nowcasting” stocks of EU movers and
mobility flows, providing more recent estimates
than official statistics to serve as early warning
signs for the European Commission.
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Social Media Data
§Measuring Labour Mobility and Migration Using Big Data (Gendronneau et
al, 2019)
§ Collection of “big” social-media data, in particular from Facebook and
Twitter, that can be used for measuring EU mobility;
§ Specification and development of a method of measurement, combining
these data with traditional data sources;
§ Production of estimates for stocks of EU movers and EU mobility by EU
Member State; and
§ Comparison of estimates obtained from this research with official statistics
and assessment of the reliability of the method.
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Big Data and Migration Statistics – Internet-based Data
§Migration Intentions (Böhme, Gröger and Stöhr, 2020)
§ Google Trends Index (GTI) for migration-related search terms can be exploited to
measure migration intentions from a certain country and predict subsequent emigration
§ The GTI data consists of high-frequency time series capturing the relative search
intensities for any keyword performed through the Google search engine across the
globe.
§ The GTI is by far the most representative data source for online searches worldwide
with Google having a market share of more than 80% on desktop devices. This figure
increases to 97% once considering mobile and tablet devices.
§ Online search words
§ a set of close to fifty words specific to the migrant population, such as passport, asylum,
embassy, social assistance,
§ GTI indicators for each individual keyword in the official language of the respective
country of origin
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Internet-based Data
§Migration Intentions (Böhme, Gröger and Stöhr, 2020).
§ Measurement of migration intentions with consistent and representative
indicators that are freely available at close to universal geographic
coverage
§ Short term predictions of current migration flows ahead of official data
release lags, which amount up to several years
§ Improve the performance of conventional models of the determinants of
migration flows
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Big Data and Migration Statistics - Internet-based Data
§Migration Intentions (Böhme,
Gröger and Stöhr, 2020).
§ improvements in the goodness of
fit our model achieves in the
within dimension are not due to
in-sample overfit, but also holds
out-of-sample.
§ The models with GTI included
perform better, on average, than
the basic one, explaining more of
the variation in the migration
outcome measure and, at the
same time, producing fewer
errors.
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Big Data and Migration Statistics §Inferring Migrations: Traditional Methods and New Approaches based on
Mobile Phone, Social Media, and other Big Data (Hughes et al., 2016).
§ LinkedIn: to estimate professional migrations or other labour market
indicators for a specific segment of the workforce
§ Not appropriate to obtain information on low-skilled labour migration
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Big Data and Migration Statistics – Satellite Data
§ESA Big data for migration study - Big Data
applications to boost mitigation preparedness and
response to migration feasibility study
§ Satellite imagery to identify internal displacement or
infrastructural damages after natural disasters (Quinn
et.al., 2018).
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Big Data and Migration Statistics – Mobile Phone Data
§Inferring patterns of internal migration from mobile phone call records:
evidence from Rwanda (Blumenstock, 2012)
§ Rwanda's primary telecom operator an exhaustive log of all phone-based activity that
occurred from the beginning of 2005 through the end of 2008 (1.5 million subscribers)
§ time-stamped record of every call that the individual made or received
§ the closest tower to the subscriber at the time of the transaction (Such as a phone call or
text-message)
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Big Data and Migration Statistics – Mobile Phone Data
§COVID-19 outbreak response, a dataset to
assess mobility changes in Italy following national
lockdown (Pepe et al., 2020)
§ a large-scale dataset of anonymously shared positions of about
170,000 de-identified smartphone users before and during the
outbreak, at the sub-national scale
§ daily time-series of three different aggregated mobility metrics: the
origin-destination movements between Italian provinces, the radius
of gyration, and the average degree of a spatial proximity network.
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird

§HumMingBird Project: Enhanced Migration Measures
from a Multidimensional Perspective
§ HumMingBird is a Horizon 2020 project that aims at responding to these needs by improving
understandings of changing nature of migration flows and the drivers of migration, by analysing
patterns, motivations and new geographies, forecasting emerging and future trends.
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§ 10 countries
§ BE, CH, DE, ES, IT, NL, NO, SE, TR,
UK
§ 16 partners
§ Research parties/universities
§ Sociology, anthropology,
communication science, political
science, data science, statistics,
telecom engineering, computer
sciences
§ SMEs, private companies
§ NGO networks
§ a European Research Infrastructure
Consortium (ERIC)
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Migrant stocks:
§ Twitter and Facebook marketing API data analyses
§ The effect of the social network in attracting immigrants, and how this effect changes from one
demographic group to another.
§ Building models similar to the gravity model of mobility, where various other possible drivers are
included.
§ An analysis of links to policies and political changes will also be included, e.g. effect of Brexit on
highly skilled migration flows.
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Seasonal migration:
§ Air-traffic data
§ worldwide air traffic from January 2010 to March 2018 between 239 countries and territories,
resulting in a network of 45,444 country pairs.
§ the differences in flows between pairs of countries, paying particular attention to the trend
and the seasonality of the movements
§ time-series decomposition that allows to dissect the raw overall air passenger flow between
two countries into a trend component and a seasonal component.

§ CDR data analyses
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Brain drain/ highly skilled migration
§ LinkedIn and ORCID data analyses, Scientific publications bibliometrics
§ Integrating data from large professional social networks such as LinkedIn, and publication data such
as ORCID
§ to quantify the brain drain phenomenon both within the EU and also between the EU and the rest
of the world.
§ the drivers of highly skilled migration for various groups: work sectors, countries, genders, etc.
§ the effect of the social network in attracting highly-qualified immigrants, and how these changes
from one demographic group to another.
§ Scientific publications and author affiliations data
§ To estimate the global mobility of academics
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Environmentally induced migration
§ Satellite data analyses (Somalian case)
§ For the period 2015-2018
§ Sentinel – 1
§ A land use and land cover (LULC) map will be generated at the beginning of each period
§ the changes in land use/ cover due to drought, floods, or violence break outs, will be
analysed.
§ Sentinel 2
§ bi-monthly time series will be converted into different time series of Vegetation Indices or
indicators
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Refugees and undocumented migrants
§ CDR data analyses (Istanbul case)
§ A new dataset in collaboration with Turkey’s primary telecommunications operator, Turkcell
§ containing an exhaustive log of all phone-based activity that occurred from the beginning of
2019 through the end of 2019 for a carefully sampled subsample of the population, including
refugee and migrant groups
§ Ethics and OPAL
§ The CDR’s will be anonymized and aggregated to remove all personal 39 information, along the
guidelines established by ethics committees in past endeavours
§ aggregation and anonymization scheme closely follows the Data for Development Challenge
setup and the Data for Refugees Challenge setup, where it was shown to provide mobility
indicators without jeopardizing privacy or security.
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Assessment of Big Data and new methods to study
Migration: HumMingBird
§Refugees and undocumented migrants
§ CDR and Nightlights (Satellite) data analyses
§ Antenna traffic data: One-year site-to-site traffic on an 8-hourly basis. This dataset. shows
the amount of people from each analysed subgroup (e.g. Syrian or Afghan refugees) at a
given location during three intervals of a day.
§ computations and analyses of a number of different metrics related to the migration and
mobility patterns of phone owners in Turkey. The living and working locations, as well as
social activities for migrants can be determined for the given interval.
§ Nightlights
§ The nightlights are collected and made available by USA’s NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) and are available at different time resolutions from annual,
monthly and most recently daily.
§ Nightlights dataset for Istanbul will be visualised along with CDR data and other georeferenced variables (dealing with migration settlements and economic prosperity) in a GIS
visualizer.
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@H20_HumMingBird
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